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Eventually, you will utterly discover a additional experience and endowment by spending more cash. yet when? reach you resign yourself to that you
require to acquire those every needs later than having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to understand even more roughly the globe, experience, some places, taking into account history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your totally own grow old to play-act reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now is Code Of Canon Law Annotated By
Catholic Church below.

General Instruction of the Roman Missal - Catholic Church 2003
From USCCB Publishing, this revision of the General Instruction of the
Roman Missal (GIRM) seeks to promote more conscious, active, and full
participation of the faithful in the mystery of the Eucharist. While the
Missale Romanum contains the rite and prayers for Mass, the GIRM
provides specific detail about each element of the Order of Mass as well
as other information related to the Mass.
Catechism of the Catholic Church - U.S. Catholic Church 2003-03-04
Over 3 million copies sold! Essential reading for Catholics of all walks of
life. Here it is - the first new Catechism of the Catholic Church in more
than 400 years, a complete summary of what Catholics around the world
commonly believe. The Catechism draws on the Bible, the Mass, the
Sacraments, Church tradition and teaching, and the lives of saints. It
comes with a complete index, footnotes and cross-references for a fuller
understanding of every subject. The word catechism means "instruction"
- this book will serve as the standard for all future catechisms. Using the
tradition of explaining what the Church believes (the Creed), what she
celebrates (the Sacraments), what she lives (the Commandments), and
what she prays (the Lord's Prayer), the Catechism of the Catholic Church
offers challenges for believers and answers for all those interested in
learning about the mystery of the Catholic faith. The Catechism of the
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Catholic Church is a positive, coherent and contemporary map for our
spiritual journey toward transformation.
A Handbook on Canon Law - Joseph T. Martín de Agar 2007
The Rights of Catholics in the Church - James A. Coriden 2007
"The Right of Catholic in the Church is a basic reference for those who
want to know about or pursue their rights as Catholics. It is designed
primarily to promote constructive involvement and equality among the
members of the church, not to encourage litigious attitudes. The author
focuses on the lay members of the Roman Catholic Church because the
laity seems most in need of knowledge about their rights However, the
rights outlined in this excellent and most accessible book apply equally
to all Catholics, including deacons, priests, bishops, and members of
religious communities."--BOOK JACKET.
Code of Canons of the Eastern Churches - Catholic Church 1992
Added t.p. reproduced from original 1990 Latin ed. Latin text of Codex
canonum ecclesiarum orientalium with parallel English translation.
Foreword to the translation -- Apostolic constitution sacri canones -Preface to the Latin edition -- Outline of the code by canons -- Canons of
the code in Latin and English -- Tables of corresponding canons.
The Pastoral Companion - John M. Huels 2016-09
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Prisms of Faith - Robert E. Alvis 2015-12-17
In Prisms of Faith, a diverse and distinguished group of scholars
approach the theme of religious education and Catholic identity from
their respective disciplinary perspectives, offering compelling insights of
interest to scholars, catechists, and the general reader alike. The first
three chapters are more historical in nature, offering targeted studies
that focus on the Apostolic Fathers as a resource in the formation of
faithful Catholics, the preaching of St. Augustine, and religious education
in modern Poland. The last four chapters have a more contemporary
focus, approaching current initiatives and challenges in the formation of
faithful Catholics. Issues under consideration include the rights and
obligations enshrined in the 1983 Code of Canon Law, the catechetical
dimension of liturgy, current obstacles and opportunities in the moral
formation of Catholics, and a comparative analysis of three dominant
approaches to Catholic religious education. Taken together, these seven
chapters form a coherent whole, illustrating well the perennial
importance of Catholic religious education, the various resources and
methods employed in this work, and the stubborn challenges that
effective formation entails.
The Explosion of the Uss Maine - Charles River 2014-10-07
*Includes pictures *Includes accounts of the explosion by the captain and
surviving crew members *Includes a bibliography for further reading
"Remember the Maine, to Hell with Spain!" The USS Maine is one of the
most famous ships in American history, but for all the wrong reasons. A
symbol of naval strength in the late 19th century, the Maine's tragic fate
is taught to students across the nation, not just because it was a disaster
but because it is associated with the most notorious examples of yellow
journalism in the country's history and ultimately brought about a war,
despite the fact it's still unclear what caused the ship's explosion. In
1898, one of Spain's last possessions in the New World, Cuba, was
waging a war for independence against Spain. Though Cuba was
technically exempted from the United States' Monroe Doctrine since
Cuba was already a possession of Spain when the Monroe Doctrine was
issued, many Americans believed that the United States should side with
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Cuba against Spain. At the same time, however, President William
McKinley wanted to avoid getting tangled in a war between outsiders,
while Spain also wanted to avoid any conflict with United States and its
powerful navy. Despite leaders hoping to stay above the fray, American
economic interests were being harmed by the ongoing conflict between
Cuban nationalists and Spain, as merchants' trading with Cuba was
suffering now that the island was undergoing conflict. Furthermore, the
American press capitalized on the ongoing Cuban struggle for
independence, which had been flaring up time and again since 1868. In
an effort to sell papers, the press frequently sensationalized stories,
which came to be known as yellow journalism, and during the run-up to
war, yellow journalism spread false stories about the Cuban conflict in
order to sell newspapers in the competitive New York City market.
Despite President McKinley's wishes to avoid a war, he was forced to
support a war with Spain after the USS Maine suffered an explosion in
Havana's harbor in February 1898. McKinley had sent the ship to help
protect American citizens in Cuba from the violence that was taking
place there, but the explosion devastated the USS Maine, which had to
be towed to harbor and eventually scuttled, but only after 266 American
sailors aboard the ship were killed. Although the cause of the explosion
was never determined, yellow journalists in the American press blamed
Spain, claiming the USS Maine was sabotaged. President McKinley was
unable to resist popular pressure after a U.S. Navy report also claimed
that the ship had been subjected to an explosion outside of its hull, which
subsequently ignited its powder magazines inside the ship. Later
investigations proved inconclusive, but President McKinley was now
forced to accept war with Spain, bringing about the Spanish-American
War. The Explosion of the USS Maine chronicles the controversial
explosion, tracing the history of the ship from its glorious beginning to
its ignominious end, as well as the critical aftermath. Along with pictures
of important people, places, and events, you will learn about the USS
Maine like never before, in no time at all.
Modern Moral Problems - William B. Smith 2012-01-01
Modern Moral Problems addresses moral quandaries that can beguile
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and confuse faithful Catholics. Written in a question-and-answer format,
the book covers questions regarding sexuality, medical ethics, business
practices, civic responsibilities, and the sacramental life of the Church.
The extraordinary assortment of issuesforming a single, organized
collectionis a valuable reference for anyone seeking clear and concise
answers to tough moral questions. Written in a conversational tone often
spliced with humor, this work by a highly respected moral theologian will
be read with fascination for its clarity of argument and fundamental good
sense. Originally published as a monthly question-and-answer column in
a magazine for priests, these selections by Msgr. William B. Smith retain
a striking current topicality. Msgr. Smith often tackled matters of
controversy in the Catholic Church, ones which continue to draw
conflicting opinions. Interesting, informative, and eminently practical,
this book conveys an overall impression that sound thinking about
morality is rooted in a tradition within the Catholic Church, even when
the answers to particular moral questions cannot be found in catechisms
or Vatican documents. Msgr. Smith offers a clear-headed approach to the
quandaries of our time precisely because of his training in traditional
moral principles and his fidelity to the Catholic magisterium. This book
should be in the possession of all seminarians and priests, who are bound
to confront moral matters that are not so easily decided at first glance.
But lay people, too, will find here rich responses to the challenging and
sometimes unresolved moral questions they encounter in their own lives.
The Canon Law Letter & Spirit - Canon Law Society of Great Britain
and Ireland 1995
This is a practical guide for priests in parishes, teachers and students in
seminaries, for those working in diocesan administration, for members of
religious institutes, and not least for interested lay people. Its stated aim
is to show the public what, in practical terms, are the effects in the daily
life of the Church of the many profound documents of the Second Vatican
Council.
Mystery of Creation - Paul Haffner 1995
In practically the only recent book in English to give a global picture of
the theology of creation, Paul Haffner explores God's masterpiece, the
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spiritual and material cosmos, from the angels to man and woman
centred in Christ. Paul Haffner provides an authoritative, detailed and
systematic introduction to this fundamental subject in Christian theology.
This is the first volume in a series that has now seen publication of The
Sacramental Mystery, the Mystery of Reason and the Mystery of Mary.
All these titles have become essential texts in Catholic seminary
teaching, and the series is now being published in Italian translation by
Vatican Press. Paul Haffner lectures in systematic and dogmatic theology
at the Pontifical Gregorian University, the Pontifical Lateran University
and the Pontifical Athenaeum Regina Apostolorum in Rome.
Papal Sin - Garry Wills 2002-01-08
Look out for a new book from Garry Wills, What The Qur'an Meant,
coming fall 2017. "The truth, we are told, will make us free. It is time to
free Catholics, lay as well as clerical, from the structures of deceit that
are our subtle modern form of papal sin. Paler, subtler, less dramatic
than the sins castigated by Orcagna or Dante, these are the quiet sins of
intellectual betrayal." --from the Introduction From Pulitzer Prizewinning author Garry Wills comes an assured, acutely insightful--and
occasionally stinging--critique of the Catholic Church and its hierarchy
from the nineteenth century to the present. Papal Sin in the past was
blatant, as Catholics themselves realized when they painted popes
roasting in hell on their own church walls. Surely, the great abuses of the
past--the nepotism, murders, and wars of conquest--no longer prevail;
yet, the sin of the modern papacy, as revealed by Garry Wills in his
penetrating new book, is every bit as real, though less obvious than the
old sins. Wills describes a papacy that seems steadfastly unwilling to face
the truth about itself, its past, and its relations with others. The refusal of
the authorities of the Church to be honest about its teachings has
needlessly exacerbated original mistakes. Even when the Vatican has
tried to tell the truth--e.g., about Catholics and the Holocaust--it has
ended up resorting to historical distortions and evasions. The same is
true when the papacy has attempted to deal with its record of
discrimination against women, or with its unbelievable assertion that
"natural law" dictates its sexual code. Though the blithe disregard of
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some Catholics for papal directives has occasionally been attributed to
mere hedonism or willfulness, it actually reflects a failure, after long
trying on their part, to find a credible level of honesty in the official
positions adopted by modern popes. On many issues outside the realm of
revealed doctrine, the papacy has made itself unbelievable even to the
well-disposed laity. The resulting distrust is in fact a neglected reason for
the shortage of priests. Entirely aside from the public uproar over
celibacy, potential clergy have proven unwilling to put themselves in a
position that supports dishonest teachings. Wills traces the rise of the
papacy's stubborn resistance to the truth, beginning with the challenges
posed in the nineteenth century by science, democracy, scriptural
scholarship, and rigorous history. The legacy of that resistance, despite
the brief flare of John XXIII's papacy and some good initiatives in the
1960s by the Second Vatican Council (later baffled), is still strong in the
Vatican. Finally Wills reminds the reader of the positive potential of the
Church by turning to some great truth tellers of the Catholic tradition-St. Augustine, John Henry Newman, John Acton, and John XXIII. In them,
Wills shows that the righteous path can still be taken, if only the Vatican
will muster the courage to speak even embarrassing truths in the name
of Truth itself.
The Code of Canon Law - 1985

advise them in the preparation and updating of diocesan faculties -canonists and students of canon law --priests, deacons, and lay ministers
who have faculties by law and/or delegation --those preparing for
ecclesial ministries--seminarians, deacon candidates, and lay ministers in
formation
Medieval Poor Law - Brian Tierney 2022-08-19
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which
commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact.
Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality,
peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand
technology. This title was originally published in 1959.
The Cambridge History of Medieval Canon Law - Anders Winroth
2021-12-31
Canon law touched nearly every aspect of medieval society, including
many issues we now think of as purely secular. It regulated marriages,
oaths, usury, sorcery, heresy, university life, penance, just war, court
procedure, and Christian relations with religious minorities. Canon law
also regulated the clergy and the Church, one of the most important
institutions in the Middle Ages. This Cambridge History offers a
comprehensive survey of canon law, both chronologically and
thematically. Written by an international team of scholars, it explores, in
non-technical language, how it operated in the daily life of people and in
the great political events of the time. The volume demonstrates that
medieval canon law holds a unique position in the legal history of
Europe. Indeed, the influence of medieval canon law, which was at the
forefront of introducing and defining concepts such as 'equity,'
'rationality,' 'office,' and 'positive law,' has been enormous, long-lasting,
and remarkably diverse.
Code of Canon Law Annotated - Catholic Church 1993

Empowerment for Ministry - John M. Huels 2003
Empowerment for Ministry is a must-have reference book that provides a
comprehensive treatment of diocesan faculties for priests, deacons, and
lay ministers. It develops a coherent theory of the juridical nature and
the delegation of faculties; identifies and organizes the pertinent rules of
canon law and the canonical tradition on the grant, supply, use, and
cessation of diocesan faculties; and offers model faculties and
commentaries on them for clergy, lay ministers, and chancery officials.
Part I, Canonical Theory and Rules, presents a comprehensive treatment
of diocesan faculties and all the canonical rules applicable to them. Part
II, Model Faculties and Commentaries, offers lists of faculties and
commentaries on them. Audience: --diocesan leadership and those who
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Church Disputes Mediation - James Behrens 2003
The 1917 Or Pio-Benedictine Code of Canon Law - Catholic Church
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2001
Available for the first time in a comprehensive English translation, this
thoroughly annotated but easy-to-use presentation of the classic 1917
Code of Canon Law by canon and civil lawyer Dr. Edward Peters is
destined to become the standard reference work on this milestone of
Church law. More than just of historical interest, the 1917 Code is an
indispensable tool for understanding the current 1983 Code under which
the Roman Catholic Church governs itself. Dr. Peters' faithful translation
of the original Latin text of 1917, along with his detailed references to
such key canonical works as Canon Law Digest and hundreds of English
language doctoral dissertations on canon law produced at the world's
great Catholic universities, now allows researchers to access directly this
great fountain of ecclesiastical legal science. No student of canon law,
and indeed, no one with a need to understand modern Church
administration, can afford to be without this important volume.
Simple Dictionary of Canon Law - Patricia Dugan 2014

to know the Church for who She is, you need to be familiar with the Code
of Canon Law. Unfortunately, it contains over 1,752 rules (or canons).
Among them, you'll find fascinating canons that lay out the Church's
official principles and procedures governing matters as various as abbots
and annulments, scandals and Sacraments, monks and missions, bishops
and books, priests and popes, synods and sacraments, homeschoolers,
hostile witnesses, baptisms, burials, parishes, penance, confessions,
Councils, impotence, imprimaturs, and, even marriages to the person
who murdered your spouse! Thankfully, Vatican expert and veteran
author Fr. Laurence Spiteri has in the pages of Canon Law Explained
relieved you of the need to read all 1,752 of them (fascinating or not).
Here he acquaints you with the fundamental canons by which the Church
seeks to bring about, as it declares in the very last canon, the purpose all
of them serve: "The salvation of souls, which must always be the supreme
law in the Church." Fr. Spiteri's brief, but lucid explanations of the
origins and meaning of the canons make sense of much that puzzles nonCatholics about our Church and that sometimes frustrates even us
Catholics. As he relates the Church's laws and procedures directly to
Christ's command "to go forth and teach all nations"—and to the role
those laws and procedures play in your salvation and mine—Fr. Spiteri
transforms what seem to be dry-as-dust rules into the sweet waters of
salvation. If you want to know the Church for who She is—and to love
Her more—Canon Law Explained is the book for you.
Marriage in Canon Law - Ladislas M. Orsy 1988

Catechism of the Council of Trent for Parish Priests - Catholic Church
1934
Canon Law Explained - Fr. Laurence J. Spiteri 2014-02-25
Not only inefficiency, but frustration, disorder, anger, and injustice
threaten all human endeavors, no matter how pure their motives or high
their ideals. That's why successful organizations always create employee
handbooks and clear procedure manuals that delineate where authority
lies, how conflicts are to be resolved, and, above all, how each
organization's mission is (and is not) to be accomplished. Is it any
wonder then that the Catholic Church—comprised not of 200 persons but
1.2 billion members in 200 countries—also governs itself by means of a
handbook, which it calls the Code of Canon Law? Because handbooks
and manuals concern themselves with the day-to-day inner working of
organizations, they often reveal more than do news releases about the
actual purposes and genuine spirit of organizations: a fact that's
particularly true in the case of the Catholic Church. Indeed, if you want
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New Commentary on the Code of Canon Law - John P. Beal 2000
A complete and updated commentary on the Code of Canon Law
prepared by the leading canonists of North America and Europe.
Contains the full, newly translated text of the Code itself as well as
detailed commentaries by thirty-six scholars commissioned by the Canon
Law Society of America.
The Canon Law of the Roman Catholic Church and the Church of
England 2nd edition - Rhidian Jones 2016-04-21
A thoroughly revised and updated standard work on the Canon law of the
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Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England, this work now
includes a list of Eastern Catholic Churches which are fully Catholic in so
far as they are in full communion with the Roman pontiff. On the
Anglican side, there is a list of Churches which comprise the Anglican
Communion, and the changes brought about by the Churchwardens
Measure (2001), the Clergy Discipline Measure (2003) and Ecclesiastical
Offices (Terms of Service) Measure (2009) have been included.
Great Christian Jurists in Spanish History - Rafael Domingo
2018-05-10
The Great Christian Jurists series comprises a library of national volumes
of detailed biographies of leading jurists, judges and practitioners,
assessing the impact of their Christian faith on the professional output of
the individuals studied. Spanish legal culture, developed during the
Spanish Golden Age, has had a significant influence on the legal norms
and institutions that emerged in Europe and in Latin America. This
volume examines the lives of twenty key personalities in Spanish legal
history, in particular how their Christian faith was a factor in molding the
evolution of law. Each chapter discusses a jurist within his or her
intellectual and political context. All chapters have been written by
distinguished legal scholars from Spain and around the world. This
diversity of international and methodological perspectives gives the
volume its unique character; it will appeal to scholars, lawyers, and
students interested in the interplay between religion and law.
Catholic Universities in Church and Society - John P. Langan, SJ
1993-08-01
The Roman Catholic Church's first significant legislative enactment on
the nature and role of the Catholic university, the apostolic constitution
Ex corde Ecclesiae (1990) grew out of thirty years of dialogue between
ecclesiastical authorities and academic representatives. The final
document affirms the explicit Catholic identity of Catholic educational
institutions and outlines provisions for maintaining that identity; the
questions of how to implement its provisions have in turn created the
need for more dialogue and examination. In this volume, distinguished
scholars and legal experts define the key questions and explore the
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future implications of Ex corde for American Catholic colleges and
universities. The assertion of the Catholic identity of Catholic institutions
of higher education prompts the contributors to examine the definition of
Catholic education as a special synthesis of the religious and the
academic, of faith and reason; and to discuss corollary issues such as
secularization; the counter-cultural features of Catholic education; and
the great diversity of such schools in the United States and of their
sponsoring religious orders. The contributors probe the schools'
relationships with the Church hierarchy, exploring in particular the role
of the bishops, the degree of autonomy from ecclesiastical control, and
questions of academic freedom. They also consider specific legal issues
that American Catholic colleges must face, including recognition of
student groups, tenure and promotion decisions, governance, student
and faculty conduct, and the relationship between canon and civil law,
including compliance with national and local civil rights provisions. This
volume also includes the complete text in English of Ex corde Ecclesiae
and the preliminary draft of ordinances from the Ex corde Ecclesiae
Implementation Committee of the National Conference of Catholic
Bishops. Appearing at a time when universities must face major issues of
their own identity and governance, this volume will be of interest to all
faculty and administrators, diocesan authorities and legal counsel, and
everyone concerned with the future of Catholic higher education.
Code of Canon Law, Latin-English Edition - Catholic Church 2012
History of Canon Law - Constant van de Wiel 1991
In four periods : From the foundation of the Church to the "Decretum
Gratiani", from the Gregorian Reform to the Council of Trent, from Trent
to the "Codex Iuris Canonici", and from its promulgation in 1917 to the
new Codex of 1983, Van de Wiel offers a clear description of the general
concepts and constitutive sources of Canon Law. His work is a
contribution to the history of canon law and will be of great service both
to students and jurists. Constant Van de Wiel is currently professor of
Canon Law at the Catholic University of Leuven, Louvain (Belgium),
Chancellor and Keeper of the Archives of the Archdiocese of Mechlin6/8
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Brussels. He published on the subject in the Louvain Journal of
Theological and Canonical Studies : "Ephemerides Theologicae
Lovanienses", and in several specialized journals.
National Directory for the Formation, Ministry, and Life of Permanent
Deacons in the United States - Catholic Church. National Conference of
Catholic Bishops. Bishops' Committee on the Permanent Diaconate 2005
The national directory addresses the dimensions and perspectives in the
formation of deacons and the model standards for the formation,
ministry, and life of deacons in the United States. It is intended as a
guideline for formation, ministry, and life of permanent deacons and a
directive to be utilized when preparing or updating a diaconate program
in formulating policies for the ministry and life of deacons. This volume
also includes Basic Standards for Readiness for the formation of
permanent deacons in the United States, from the bishops' Committee on
the Diaconate, and the committee document Visit of Consultation Teams
to Diocesan Permanent Diaconate Formation Programs.
The New Canon Law - Stanislaus Woywod 2020-06-29

revision. Context of recent scandal has revealed inadequate applications
of canon law. Serious canonical crimes were often treated as personnel
problems, calling for repentance, therapy, and reassignment, rather than
the investigation and imposition of penalties which the canons prescribe.
Would a more careful observance of the traditional canonical system
have saved many young people from serious harm and the church from
an immense disgrace? The question provides one more incentive to begin
to learn about canon law.
Keeping Faith in Practice - James Sweeney 2013-02-12
Keeping Faith in Practice is an addition to SCM's growing Practical and
Pastoral Theology list. Most books in this field are written by authors
from various Protestant backgrounds. Catholic teachers in this field are
frequently asked by colleagues for suggestions of Catholic resources, and
find themselves at a loss. The central subject of this book is an
exploration of how theology engages with the dimension of practice in
the life of the Church and contemporary society and culture. The book
covers the main focal points of a Catholic view of pastoral/practical
theology - its foundations and different fields.
The Treatise on Laws (Decretum DD. 1-20) with the Ordinary Gloss
(Studies in Medieval and Early Modern Canon Law, Volume 2) - Gratian
1993
No description available
The Catechism Of The Council Of Trent - 2021-02-26
The Catechism Of The Council Of Trent has been considered by
academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature.
This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that
the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print
format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any
marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true
nature.
The Catholic Tradition of the Law of Nations - John Eppstein 2012-04-01
The Catholic Tradition of the Law of Nations is a well-edited collection of
annotated documents illustrating the Church's doctrine regarding war
and peace and its opinion of such topics as the League of Nations,

An Introduction to Canon Law Revised Edition - James A. Coriden
2004-01-09
Catholic canon law changes very slowly, but it constantly adds rules,
interpretations, and applications. Some canons are frequently invoked,
and others rarely used, quietly pass from memory. In the dozen or so
years since this introduction to canon law was first written, there have
been many changes and adaptations. This is one reason for a revised
edition, although many of the alterations are too subtle to be captured in
an introductory treatment. A second reason is to include some of the
many new resources, commentaries, and explanations which authorities
in the field have made available. Since many have found the original
book helpful in beginning their exploration of the church's regulations, a
fact which gratifies its author greatly, it is worth improving. Hence many
sections have been clarified, expanded, and updated, and some others
deleted. In a few places the material is reordered. Seven new case
studies have been added. These improvements are a third reason for
code-of-canon-law-annotated-by-catholic-church
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nationality and minority rights. Valuable for its insights into the history,
doctrine and traditions of Catholic thought on international law, it
includes important papal writings that are difficult to locate and
otherwise unavailable in English. Published for the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace by the Catholic Association for International
Peace. Reprint of the sole edition. "Being somewhat familiar with the
Catholic tradition and an outspoken advocate of the Catholic conception
of international law, the reviewer feels no hesitancy in recommending
unreservedly Mr. Eppstein's excellent compendium of The Catholic
Tradition of the Law of Nations." --JAMES BROWN SCOTT, Georgetown
Law Journal 24 (1935-1936) 1063 JOHN EPPSTEIN [1895-1988] was the
author of numerous books on Catholicism and human rights, including
Catholics and the Problem of Peace (1925), Code of International Ethics
(1953) and The Cult of Revolution of the Church (1974).
Children's Rights and Obligations in Canon Law - Mary McAleese
2019-11-04
In Childrens’ Rights and Obligations in Canon Law Mary McAleese
subjects to scrutiny for the first time the extensive terms and conditions
of Church membership which apply to over three hundred million child
members of the Catholic Church, the largest non-governmental provider
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of services to children world-wide.
The Code of Canon Law - Catholic Church 1985
A comprehensive commentary on the 1983 Code of Canon Law by
leading canon lawyers in the United States, with a complete English text
of the Code. [from front cover]
Code of Canon Law Annotated - Ernest Caparros 2004
The Canon Law of the Roman Catholic Church and the Church of
England - Rhidian Jones 2000-11-02
This highly useful book provides quick reference and accessibility to the
current canon law of both churches. The entry for every canonical term
presents its definition and the law relating to it in each canon. There are
cross-references throughout to help the reader make further significant
connections. Also included are terms not easily translated across the two
canons, and some common terms from the Eastern Catholic Church. The
appendices contain changes to the Universal law of the Roman Catholic
Church which are outside the 1983 Code of Canon law. At a time when
Christians are increasingly working side by side, this is an essential
resource for pastoral workers, scholars and clergy in all the churches.
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